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***PAUSE THE EXPERIENCE TO CHANGE GRAPHICS SETTINGS AND REDUCE GRAIN***

EPISODE ONE: THE CHAMPION
Half music video. Half blurry nightmare. The first episode of Kingdom City Drowning is an experiment in soaking in

atmosphere and just "being there." Where narrative takes a back seat to the aggressive soundtrack, brutal visuals and oppressive
tone. Follow James' escape from the confines of a deep underground prison mining complex to meet up with his only two kin,

but an escape is not without cost. In order to attain freedom, James must first strike a deal with the devil.

KINGDOM CITY - the last standing mega-metropolis in a world choked by a toxic haze, forcing man to endlessly create
towering structures that reach into the heavens, grasping for pure air.

KINGDOM CITY DROWNING begins in the deepest, most depraved depths of Kingdom City, nearest the haze and
desperation. Embody the camera as you follow three delinquents - James, Maika, and Brooks - bound by violence, trauma, love,

and the desire to forge their way to the top by any means necessary.

CREATED BY: William Gerardi and Barrett Phillips
STARRING: Kentucker Audley, Sofia Banzhaf and Amin Joseph
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For those looking for these files, it's in your Consortium folder. It has its own sub-folder called "soundtrack and discoveries"..
This dlc isnt that bad, I just wish the rewards were more useful to future playthroughs.. Great to see another card driven game
CDG coming to steam. Short but fun strategy game with plenty of replay potential. Definitely not a wargame. Lost on 1st game
to easy AI so need to up my game. Particularly since the developer plans to strengthen the AI.. This is a great game with tons of
story lines, good achevment and it realy makes you feel like you have a choice. I am a sci-fi, so i did not realy see the othe
genres, but this is a wonderful game for $7. The only drawback is there are realy only 2 endings. The school is desrtoyed, or you
save the school. Overall good game.. Don't get me wrong, this game has a great concept and the soundtrack is killer. However,
even for 8 bucks when I got it on sale I still could not bring myself to enjoy it. Firstly, when the elevator doors open there is an
invisible wall that was created to prevent me from going in the room with the enimes. I had to kill them from outside the room
before the wall disappeared. If i choose to go into a room and kill them up close....then that should be my decision not the game
telling and forcing me what to do. Another thing is that you have to shoot the health........ you can not walk over it, or pick it up
that way, you have to shoot it. That is sorta annoying in my book when I am close enough to pick it up I should be able to. Also
there are no save points, when you die you have to restart the entire mission over regardless how far you got in the mission.
Also, even on easy this game is way too difficult. A lot of people might find the walking/running movement an absloute vomit
comet but after playing a lot of Zero Caliber, I had no problems with the movement. Loved the concept, loved the soundtrack
but did not like anything else.. I have over 6000 hours playing this game and once you get past the learning curve it is by far one
of the best games I've ever played there's a couple servers that can be a little toxic but I mean every game has that.

PS. the learning curve is huge. Fun little JRPG in a futuristic setting with some entertaining features like the ship to ship
combat, skills tied to your weapon, different solutions for some of the quests and more. In case you are worried when you see
some anthropomorphic girls in a JRPG from a dev that sounds Asion, that this is another one of "those games", I can put your
mind at ease: This is family friendly game made by a Canadian company. Highly recommended, even at full price.
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It's really not that difficult if you're into these type of games, but there's just not enough content. Mostly you tell your people to
gather a thing in the day and heal up at night and that's about it. There's very few decisions to make. Mostly you just grind out
enough of the "components" to finish the game.. Pretty buggy (strange camera controls which took some time getting used to,
jumping, a lot of small things here and there) and terribly optimized (unity), but the story and music totally make up for it!
I seriously enjoyed the game despite said flaws.. \u00abDark souls\u00bb at minimal settings, and with a wheelchair, if u bought
that game, be ready to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665pain, it really hard! :))))
Gameplay 8\\10
Story 9\\10
Music 7\\10
Difficult 10\\10
VR 10\\10
. i have purchase this but it didn't went to my account it's a scam!? give my money back!. Wonderful, simplistic and tranquil, a
really nice and cheap puzzle platforming game. 6180 the Moon is up there along with games like Thomas Was Alone and 
140 in terms of simple but effective mechanics.

I would recommend this one to all platforming gamers, for it's low price it offers a fair amount of gameplay and has a
very enchanting atmosphere that draws you in. I don't have much else to say, it's a great game and definitely suggest
giving it a try.. More like Fallout than Mad Max, truth be told. While one can play it as just a postapocalyptic car sim,
between the  super mutants, the lasers, the robots, the vampires and the rocket ship , it's kind of like a hybrid. The
romance seemed phoned-in, at best, and the only character I really remember well was the   AI , who, by the way, one
should totally have been able to romance. All in all, it's fairly fun, and weird in a good way.. Clean presentation. Nice
soundtrack. Challenging puzzles. I've only played the first 10 levels, and I can tell it will be well worth the money. Little
puzzlers like this are good to have around.. It's a fascinating and incredibly intricate series of moving clock parts, but
then you close the face and realize it's only a half hour. Wonderful idea, but with only one chapter, hard to recommend
unless you like single-sitting games that skew extremely short.

Still, some of the best writing and choice -> consequence interactions I've seen in years. Recommended on sale or if you
just want to give $3 to a tiny dev who could use the money.. DO NOT BUY IF YOU HAVE AN OS NEWER THAN
WINDOWS XP.

It crashes on startup on new operating systems. If you want to experience HoI2 than buy Darkest Hour instead, which
does not crash if played in windowed mode. It has an option to play in a way which is pretty much HoI2 with bugfixes.

Real shame though, because i think HoI 2 is best HoI.
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